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Outline

• Symmetry violation tests with antiprotons

• Hyperon CP violation & rare decays

• A new experiment

• Charm & charmonium

• Antihydrogen measurements

• Competing proposals for the facility

• Summary

Varied menu!
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Symmetry Violation Tests 
with Antiprotons

• 3 proposed experimental 
programs:

- medium-energy p ! 
annihilation

- antihydrogen production 
in flight

- slow antihydrogen

3

• Can search for 

- CP violation in charm and 
hyperons

- CPT/Lorentz violation in 
charm and antihydrogen

- CPT/Lorentz violation in 
antimatter gravity
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• Example Feynman diagrams (SM):

Hyperon CP Violation

• “New physics” (SUSY, etc.) could also contribute!

Hyperon Direct CP Violation

• Example Feynman diagrams (SM):
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• CP-odd observables include A≡∆α/α, ∆≡∆ΓF/ΓF
‣ (anti)matter parity-violation or branching-ratio differences

• Standard Model predicts small hyperon CP asymmetries

• New physics can amplify them by orders of magnitude:

Hyperon CP Violation

Table 5: Summary of predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Asymm. Mode SM NP Ref.
AΛ Λ→ pπ <∼ 10−5 <∼ 6× 10−4 [68]
AΞΛ Ξ∓ → Λπ, Λ→ pπ <∼ 0.5× 10−4 ≤ 1.9× 10−3 [69]
AΩΛ Ω→ ΛK, Λ→ pπ ≤ 4× 10−5 ≤ 8× 10−3 [36]
∆Ξπ Ω→ Ξ0π 2× 10−5 ≤ 2× 10−4 ∗ [35]
∆ΛK Ω→ ΛK ≤ 1× 10−5 ≤ 1× 10−3 [36]

∗
Once they are taken into account, large final-state interactions may increase this prediction [56].

Tandean and Valencia [35] have estimated ∆Ξπ ≈ 2 × 10−5 in the standard model but
possibly an order of magnitude larger with new-physics contributions. Tandean [36] has
estimated ∆ΛK to be ≤ 1 × 10−5 in the standard model but possibly as large as 1 × 10−3

if new physics contributes. (The large sensitivity of ∆ΛK to new physics in this analysis
arises from chromomagnetic penguin operators and final-state interactions via Ω → Ξπ →
ΛK [36].6) It is worth noting that these potentially large asymmetries arise from parity-
conserving interactions and hence are limited by constraints from �K ; they are independent
of AΛ and AΞ, which arise from the interference of parity-violating and parity-conserving
processes [56]. Table 5 summarizes predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Of course, the experimental sensitivities will include systematic components whose esti-
mation will require careful and detailed simulation studies, beyond the scope of this Letter
of Intent. Nevertheless, the potential power of the technique is apparent.

3.3 Study of FCNC hyperon decays

In addition to its high-rate charged-particle spectrometer, HyperCP had a muon detection
system aimed at studying rare decays of hyperons and charged kaons [45, 57, 5]. Among
recent HyperCP results is the observation of the rarest hyperon decay ever, Σ+ → pµ+µ− [5].
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, based on the 3 observed events, the decay is consistent with being
two-body, i.e., Σ+ → pX0, X0 → µ+µ−, with X0 mass mX0 = 214.3 ± 0.5 MeV/c2. At
the current level of statistics this interpretation is of course not definitive: the probability
that the 3 signal events are consistent with the form-factor decay spectrum of Fig. 6a is
estimated at 0.8%. The measured branching ratio is [3.1 ± 2.4 (stat) ± 1.5 (syst)] × 10−8

assuming the intermediate Σ+ → pX0 two-body decay, or [8.6+6.6
−5.4 (stat)± 5.5 (syst)]× 10−8

assuming three-body Σ+ decay.
This result is particularly intriguing in view of the proposal by D. S. Gorbunov and

co-workers [58] that there should exist in certain nonminimal supersymmetric models a pair
of “sgoldstinos” (supersymmetric partners of Goldstone fermions). These can be scalar or
pseudoscalar and could be low in mass. A light scalar particle coupling to hadronic matter
and to muon pairs at the required level is ruled out by the failure to observe it in kaon decays;
however, a pseudoscalar sgoldstino with ≈ 214 MeV/c2 mass would be consistent with all
available data [59, 60, 61]. An alternative possibility has recently been advanced by He,
Tandean, and Valencia [62]: the X0 could be the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the next-

6
Large final-state interactions of this sort should also affect ∆Ξπ but were not included in that predic-

tion [35, 56].
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☞ Small sizes of (A,∆)SM favorable for NP CPV search!
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Hyperon CP Violation

Theory & Experiment

Theory

• SM: A
!
 ~ 10–5

• Other models: can be O(10–3)
[e.g. SUSY gluonic dipole: X.-G.He et al., PRD 61, 071701 (2000)]

(A
!
 sensitive to parity-even operators, "#!" to parity-odd)

  0.006 0.015 

"""" E871 at Fermilab $ ! !% %& &, p ''''2 ####""""10
–4

(HyperCP)

(0.0 ± 6.7)    10#### –4

[K.B. Luk et al., PRL 85, 4860 (2000)] 

[projected] 

[T. Holmstrom et al., 
PRL 93. 262001 (2004)] 

''''2    10####
–4

[P. Chauvat et al., PL 163B (1985) 273] 

[M.H. Tixier et al., PL B212 (1988) 523]

[P.D. Barnes et al., NP B 56A (1997) 46] 

E871 at Fermilab

• Measurement history:

6

(-6 ± 2 ± 2) ! 10–4   [BEACH08 preliminary]
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Previous Measurements

None of the pre-HyperCP
experiments had the
sensitivity to test theory

HyperCP probes well into
regions where BSM
theories predict nonzero
asymmetries
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Σ+→pµ+µ– Decay

Figure 4(a) compares the dimuon mass distribution of
the three signal candidates with that expected in the SM
with the form factors described below. The reconstructed
dimuon masses for the three candidates, 214.7, 214.3, and
213:7 MeV=c2, all lie within the expected dimuon mass
resolution of ! 0:5 MeV=c2. The dimuon mass distribu-
tion for !"

p!! decays is expected to be broad unless the
form factor has a pole in the kinematically allowed range
of dimuon mass.

The expected SM distribution was used to estimate the
probability that the dimuon masses of the three signal
candidates be within 1 MeV=c2 of each other anywhere
within the kinematically allowed range. The probability is
0.8% for the form-factor decay model and 0.7% for the
uniform phase-space decay model. The unexpectedly nar-
row dimuon mass distribution suggests a two-body decay,
!" ! pP0; P0 ! !"!# (!"

pP!!), where P0 is an un-
known particle with mass 214:3$ 0:5 MeV=c2. The di-
muon mass distribution for the three signal candidates is
compared with MC !"

pP!! decays in Fig. 4(b), and good
agreement is found. Distributions of hit positions and
momenta of the proton, !", and !# of the three candidate
events were compared with MC distributions, and were
found to be consistent with both decay hypotheses.

To extract the !"
p!! branching ratio, the !" !

p"0;"0 ! e"e## (!"
pee#) decay was used as the normal-

ization mode, where the # was not detected. (HyperCP had
no # detectors.) The trigger for the !"

pee# events was the
Left-Right trigger prescaled by 100. The proton and two
unlike-sign electrons were required to come from a single
vertex, as were the three tracks of the signal mode.

The proton was selected to be the positively-charged
track with the greatest momentum, and the event was
discarded if the proton candidate did not have at least
66% of the total three-track momentum, as determined
by a MC simulation of !"

pee# decays. The reconstructed
mass for the 3" hypothesis was required to be outside
$10 MeV=c2 of the K" mass. The cuts on $2=ndf,
DCA, and the total momentum were the same as for the

signal mode. However, the decay vertex had to be more
than 168 cm downstream of the entrance of the vacuum
decay region and more than 32 cm upstream of its exit.
Since the # momentum was not measured, the x and y
positions of the !" trajectory at the target were determined
using only the three charged tracks, and those positions had
to be consistent with that expected from a MC simulation
of !"

pee# decays. To significantly reduce contamination
from photon-conversion events, the dielectron mass was
required to be between 50 and 100 MeV=c2. After appli-
cation of the above selection criteria, a total of 211 events
remained, as shown in Fig. 5. We performed a binned
maximum-likelihood fit for the mass distributions for
data and three MC samples: !"

pee# decays, K" ! """0,
"0 ! e"e## (K"

"ee#) decays, and uniform background.
From the fit, the number of observed !"

pee# decays was
Nobs

nor % 189:7$ 27:4 events, where the uncertainty is sta-
tistical. To extract the total number of normalization
events, values of &51:57$ 0:30'% and &1:198$ 0:032'%
were used, respectively, for the !" ! p"0 and "0 !
e"e## branching ratios [6].

The kinematic parameters for !" production at the
target were tuned to match the data and MC !"

pee# mo-
mentum distributions. The MC !"

pee# decays were gener-
ated using the decay model in Ref. [7] for "0 ! e"e##
("0

ee#) decays, and the "0 electromagnetic form-factor
parameter a % 0:032$ 0:004 was taken from Ref. [6].
After tuning of the parameters, comparisons of the distri-
butions of the MC events with the data for !"

pee# decays,
the decay vertex positions, momentum spectra, recon-
structed mass, hit positions of each charged particle, etc.
showed good agreement.

In the simulation of the !"
p!! decays, we used the form-

factor model of Bergström et al. [1], although we found
little difference between results using it and a uniform
phase-space decay model. The form-factor model uses

FIG. 4. Real (points) and MC (histogram) dimuon mass dis-
tributions for (a) !"

p!! MC events (arbitrary normalization) with
a form-factor decay (solid histogram) and uniform phase-space
decay (dashed histogram) model, and (b) !"

pP!! MC events
normalized to match the data.

FIG. 5. The reconstructed pe"e# mass distribution for the
normalization mode after all cuts. The histogram is the sum of
MC samples of !"

pee#, K"
"ee# decays and a uniform background,

where the relative amounts of each were determined by a fit, and
the number of MC events was normalized to match the number
of data events. The hatched area shows the main background
source (uniform background).

PRL 94, 021801 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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Does the HyperCP Evidence for the Decay !! ! p!!!" Indicate
a Light Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson?
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The HyperCP Collaboration has observed three events for the decay !! ! p!!!" which may be
interpreted as a new particle of mass 214.3 MeV. However, existing data from kaon and B-meson decays
provide stringent constraints on the construction of models that support this interpretation. In this Letter
we show that the ‘‘HyperCP particle’’ can be identified with the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model, the A0

1. In this model there are regions of parameter
space where the A0

1 can satisfy all the existing constraints from kaon and B-meson decays and mediate
!! ! p!!!" at a level consistent with the HyperCP observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.081802 PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp, 12.60.Jv, 13.30.Ce, 14.20.Jn

Three events for the decay mode !! ! p!!!" with a
dimuon invariant mass of 214.3 MeV have been recently
observed by the HyperCP Collaboration [1]. It is possible
to account for these events within the standard model (SM)
[2], but the probability of having all three events at the
same dimuon mass, given the SM predictions, is less than
1%. This suggests a new-particle interpretation for these
events, for which the branching ratio is #3:1!2:4

"1:9 $ 1:5% &
10"8 [1].

The existence of a new particle with such a low mass
would be remarkable as it would signal the existence of
physics beyond the SM unambiguously. It would also be
very surprising because this low-energy region has been
thoroughly explored by earlier experiments studying kaon
and B-meson decays. The challenge posed by a new-
particle interpretation of the HyperCP events is therefore
manifold. It requires a new-physics model containing a
suitable candidate for the new particle, X, which explains
why it is light. It also requires an explanation of why X has
not been observed by other experiments that covered the
same kinematic range. Finally, it requires that the interac-
tions of X produce the rate implied by the HyperCP
observation.

In this Letter we show that there is a model, the next-to-
minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [3],
containing a light pseudoscalar Higgs particle that can
satisfy all existing constraints and is therefore a candidate
explanation for the HyperCP events. The model contains
more than one Higgs particle, and it is the lightest one, the
A0
1, that can be identified with X.
The possibility that X mediated the HyperCP events has

been explored to some extent in the literature [4–6], where
it has been shown that kaon decays place severe constraints
on the flavor-changing two-quark couplings of X. It has

also been shown [7] that a light sgoldstino is a viable
candidate for X. It is well known in the case of light
Higgs boson production in kaon decay that, in addition to
the two-quark flavor-changing couplings, there are com-
parable four-quark contributions [8]. They arise from the
combined effects of the usual SM four-quark j"Sj ' 1
operators and the flavor-conserving couplings of X. We
have recently computed the analogous four-quark contri-
butions to light Higgs production in hyperon decay [9] and
found that they can also be comparable to the two-quark
contributions previously discussed in the literature.

The interplay between the two- and four-quark contri-
butions makes it possible to find models with a light Higgs
boson responsible for the HyperCP events that has not
been observed in kaon or B-meson decay. However, it is
not easy to devise such models respecting all the experi-
mental constraints. In most models that can generate #dsX
couplings, the two-quark operators have the structure
#d#1$ "5%sX. Since the part without "5 contributes sig-
nificantly to K ! #!!!", their data imply that these
couplings are too small to account for the HyperCP events
[4–6]. In some models, there may be parameter space
where the four-quark contributions mentioned above and
the two-quark ones are comparable and cancel sufficiently
to lead to suppressed K ! #!!!" rates while yielding
!! ! p!!!" rates within the required bounds.
However, since in many models the flavor-changing two-
quark couplings #qq0X are related for different #q; q0% sets,
experimental data on B-meson decays, in particular, B !
Xs!!!", also provide stringent constraints. For these
reasons, the light (pseudo)scalars in many well-known
models, such as the SM and the two-Higgs-doublet model,
are ruled out as candidates to explain the HyperCP events
[9].

PRL 98, 081802 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
23 FEBRUARY 2007

0031-9007=07=98(8)=081802(4) 081802-1 ! 2007 The American Physical Society

≈2.4σ fluctuation of SM? or
- SUSY Sgoldstino?

- SUSY light Higgs?

BR≈3!10–8
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(-6 ± 2 ± 2) ! 10–4   [BEACH08 preliminary]
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• Measurement history:
Beyond HyperCP?

• Note: until ~2000, LEAR (CERN AD predecessor) had 
world’s best sensitivity

! is p ! annihilation capable of further advance?
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• Fermilab Antiproton Source is world’s highest-energy 
and most intense

...even after FAIR@Darmstadt turns on

! exceeds LEAR p ! intensity (<1 MHz) by 10 orders of 
magnitude!

Antiprotons

9

1 Introduction

We propose to assemble a simple, cost-effective, yet powerful magnetic spectrometer at
the AP-50 experimental area of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory Antiproton
Source, by integrating and suitably augmenting existing equipment. This will capitalize on
Fermilab’s substantial investment in the Antiproton Source, by far the world’s best facility
for producing antiprotons. It will allow unique studies of charm, charmonium, and hyperons,
studying and searching for rare decays and symmetry-violating effects with world-leading
sensitivities.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters of current and future antiproton sources. It can
be seen that the highest-energy and highest-intensity antiproton source is at Fermilab.
Having formerly served medium-energy antiproton fixed-target experiments, including the
charmonium experiments E760 and E835, it is now dedicated entirely to the Tevatron
Collider, but could again be made available for dedicated antiproton experiments upon
the completion of the Tevatron program (towards the end of 2011 by present estimates).
The CERN Antiproton Decelerator (AD) provides low-energy antiproton beams at a tiny
fraction of the intensity now available at Fermilab. Germany’s ≈billion-Euro plan for the
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) at Darmstadt includes construction — yet
to be started —of 30 and 90 GeV rapid-cycling synchrotrons and low- and medium-energy
antiproton storage rings [1]. Antiproton operation at FAIR is anticipated on or after 2018.

Table 1: Antiproton energies and intensities at existing and future facilities.
p Stacking: Operation:

Facility Kinetic Energy Rate Duty Hours p/Yr
(GeV) (1010/hr) Factor /Yr (1013)
0.005CERN AD
0.047

– – 3800 0.4

Fermilab Accumulator:
now 8 20 90% 5550 100
proposed ≈ 3.5–8 20 15% 5550 17
with new ring 2–20? 20 90% 5550 100

FAIR (>∼ 2018) 2–15 3.5 90% 2780∗ 9

∗ The lower number of operating hours at FAIR compared with that at other facilities arises
from medium-energy antiproton operation having to share time with other programs.

1.1 Physics Overview

Several important questions can be studied in a medium-energy (3.5 <∼ KEp < 8 GeV)
antiproton-beam fixed-target experiment. Among these are the possible contributions of
new physics2 to charm mixing and decay, hyperon decay, and the mechanism(s) underlying
the mysterious X, Y , and Z states discovered in recent years at the B Factories [2]. Without
knowing the nature of the sought-for new physics, it is difficult to rank these topics by
impact and importance. But should new physics be discovered in any one of them, it will
immediately become the most interesting particle-physics topic of the day. By current

2i.e., beyond the well-tested “Standard Model” of particle physics
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Figure 6: E835 apparatus layout (from [67]).

Figure 7: The DØ solenoid and central tracking system, drawn to the same scale as Fig. 6,
shown as currently installed within the DØ calorimeters (from [68]).
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SciFi

TOF

TOF
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One possibility:

• Once Tevatron shuts down (≈2011?),

- Reinstall E760 EM spectrometer

- Run pp ̅ = 5.4 GeV/c (2mΩ < √ s ̅ < 2mΩ + mπ0) 
@ � ~ 1032 cm-2 s-1 

}<~$5M

(10 ! E835)

+ ~1012 inclusive hyperon events!! ~ few108 Ω" Ω̅+/yr 

- Add small magnetic spectrometer 

- Add precision TOF system

- Add wire or pellet target

- and fast DAQ system

A Possible Approach

[!ing BESS 
solenoid &
DØ SciFi 
DAQ]

10

Superconducting 
solenoid
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What Can This Do?

 

!+ " pµ +µ#• Observe many more                     events and 
confirm or refute SUSY interpretation

• Discover or limit CP violation in                 
and                 #  via partial-rate asymmetries               

 

!" #$0% "

 

!" #$K "

• Discover or limit                       and confirm or 
refute SUSY interpretation

 

!" #$"µ +µ"

Predicted B ~10–6 
if P0 real

Predicted ∆B ~10–5 
in SM, ~10–3 if NP <

11
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• Also good for “charmonium” 
(cc! QCD “hydrogen atom”):

‣ Fermilab E760/835 used 
Antiproton Accumulator for 
precise (~<100 keV) 
measurements of charmonium 
parameters, e.g.:

- best measurements of 
!c, "c, hc masses, widths, 
branching ratios,...

12

What Can This Do?
Else

^

‣ p !p produces all quantum states (not just 1– –, unlike e+e–)
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• Much interest in mysterious states recently 
discovered in charmonium region:  X(3872), 
X(3940), Y(3940), Y(4260), Z(3930),...

• X(3872) of particular interest – may be the 
first meson-antimeson (D0 D̅*0 + c.c.) molecule

What Can This Do?
Else

^

13

! need very precise mass & width measurement 
to confirm or refute

! pp → X(3872) formation ideal for this
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Charm!
• E. Braaten estimate of 

p ̅p X(3872) coupling 
assuming X is D*D 
molecule

- extrapolates from 
K*K data

• By-product is D*0D̅0 
cross section

14
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Charm!

D*D cross-section estimate (after E. 
Braaten, arXiv:0711.1854)

0.00
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0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

1.20

1.40

3.5 4 4.5 5

!s

si
g

m
a
 (
"

b
)

• E. Braaten estimate of 
p ̅p X(3872) coupling 
assuming X is D*D 
molecule

- extrapolates from 
K*K data

• By-product is D*0D̅0 
cross section

• 1.3 µb → 5 !109/year

• Expect efficiency as at 
B factories

(Expect good to factor ~3)

PRD 77, 034019)
̅

14
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Charm!

• Big question: 
New Physics or old?

! key is CP Violation!

• B factories have ~109 
open-charm events

• can p ̅p produce ~1010/y?

• What’s so exciting about charm?

‣ D0’s mix! (c is only up-type quark that can)

10
.2σ

15
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Charm!

• Big question: 
New Physics or old?

! key is CP Violation!

• B factories have ~109 
open-charm events

• can p ̅p produce ~1010/y?

!world’s best sensitivity 
to charm CPV

• What’s so exciting about charm?

‣ D0’s mix! (c is only up-type quark that can)

10
.2σ

Singly Cabibbo-supressed (CS) D decays 
have 2 competing diagrams:

sc

s

W+
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u u
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u
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Singly Cabibbo-supressed (CS) D decays 
have 2 competing diagrams:
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avoid bias, details of the analysis procedure were finalized
without consulting quantities sensitive to yCP and A!.

The Belle detector is described in detail elsewhere [11]:
It includes, in particular, a silicon vertex detector [13], a
central drift chamber, an array of aerogel Cherenkov coun-
ters, and time-of-flight scintillation counters. We recon-
struct D!" ! D0!"

s decays with a characteristic slow pion
!s, and D0 ! K"K#, K#!", and !"!#. The charge of
the !$

s determines the flavor of the produced neutral D
meson. Each track is required to have at least two associ-
ated vertex detector hits in each of the two measuring
coordinates. To select pion and kaon candidates, we im-
pose standard particle identification criteria [14]. D0

daughter tracks are refitted to a common vertex, and the
D0 production vertex is found by constraining its momen-
tum vector and the !s track to originate from the e"e#

interaction region; confidence levels exceeding 10#3 are
required for both fits. A D! momentum greater than
2:5 GeV=c (in the c.m.) is required to reject D mesons
produced in B-meson decays and to suppress combinato-
rial background. The proper decay time of the D0 candi-

date is then calculated from the projection of the vector
joining the two vertices ~L onto the D0 momentum vector
t % mD0 ~L & ~p=p2, where mD0 is the nominal D0 mass. The
decay-time uncertainty "t is evaluated event by event from
the covariance matrices of the production and decay
vertices.

Candidate D0 mesons are selected using two kinematic
observables: the invariant mass of the D0 decay products M
and the energy released in the D!" decay q % 'MD! #
M#m!(c2. MD! is the invariant mass of the D0!s combi-
nation, and m! is the !" mass.

According to Monte Carlo (MC) simulated distributions
of t, M, and q, background events fall into four categories:
(i) combinatorial, with zero apparent lifetime; (ii) true D0

mesons combined with random slow pions (this has the
same apparent lifetime as the signal); (iii) D0 decays to
three or more particles; and (iv) other charm hadron de-
cays. The apparent lifetime of the latter two categories is
10%–30% larger than #D0 . Since we find differences in M
and q distributions between MC simulation and data
events, we perform fits to data distributions to obtain
scaling factors for the individual background categories
and signal widths and then tune the background fractions
and signal shapes in the MC simulation event by event.

The sample of events for the lifetime measurements is
selected using j"Mj="M, where "M ) M#mD0 , j"qj )
q# 'mD!" #mD0 #m!(c2, and "t. The invariant mass
resolution "M varies from 5:5–6:8 MeV=c2, depending
on the decay channel. Selection criteria are chosen to
minimize the expected statistical error on yCP, using the
tuned MC simulation: We require j"Mj="M < 2:3,
j"qj< 0:80 MeV, and "t < 370 fs. The data distributions
and agreement with the tuned MC distributions are shown
in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). We find 111* 103K"K#, 1:22*
106K#!", and 49* 103!"!# signal events, with purities
of 98%, 99%, and 92%, respectively.

The relative lifetime difference yCP is determined from
D0 ! K"K#, K#!", and !"!# decay-time distributions
by performing a simultaneous binned maximum likelihood
fit to the three samples. Each distribution is assumed to be a
sum of signal and background contributions, with the
signal contribution being a convolution of an exponential
and a detector resolution function:

 dN=dt % Nsig

#

Z
e#t0=#R't# t0(dt0 " B't(: (3)

The resolution function R't# t0( is constructed from the
normalized distribution of the decay-time uncertainties "t
[see Fig. 1(e)]. The "t of a reconstructed event ideally
represents an uncertainty with a Gaussian probability den-
sity: In this case, we take bin i in the "t distribution to
correspond to a Gaussian resolution term of width "i, with
a weight given by the fraction fi of events in that bin.
However, the distribution of ‘‘pulls,’’ i.e., the normalized
residuals 'trec # tgen(="t (where trec and tgen are recon-
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FIG. 1. M distribution of selected events (with j"qj<
0:80 MeV and "t < 370 fs) for (a) K"K#, (b) K#!", and
(c) !"!# final states. The histogram shows the tuned MC
distribution. (d) q distribution (with j"Mj="M < 2:3 and "t <
370 fs) for the K"K# final state. (e) Normalized distribution of
errors "t on the decay time t for D0 ! K#!", showing the
construction of the resolution function using the fraction fi in the
bin with "t % "i. (f) Fitted lifetime of D0 mesons in the K#!"

final state in four running periods with slightly different con-
ditions and the result of a fit to a constant. The world average
value (W.A.) is also shown.

PRL 98, 211803 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
25 MAY 2007

211803-3

• Compare with 1.22 x 106 total tagged evts
at Belle [M. Staric et al., PRL 98, 211803 (2007) ]

(LHCb will have comparable statistics but diff ’t systematics)

Charm!Table 2: Assumed values and sensitivity-benchmark estimate of tagged
(
D

)0 → K∓π±

events per year. (Caveats: As discussed in text, the reliability of some of these values

remains to be established. They are based on exclusive cross-section estimates, so the

inclusive production rate could be significantly higher, but the cross section, luminosity, or

efficiency could also be lower.)

Quantity Value Unit

Running time 2× 10
7

s/y

Duty factor 0.8*

L 2× 10
32

cm
−2

s
−1

Target A 27

A0.29
2.6

σ(pp→ D∗+X) 1.25 µb

# D∗±
produced 2.1× 10

10
events/y

B(D∗+ → D0π+
) 0.677

B(D0 → K−π+
) 0.0389

Acceptance 0.5

Efficiency 0.1

Total 2.7× 10
7

events/y

∗Assumes ≈ 15% of running time is devoted to antiproton-beam stacking.
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Testing CPT/LV with Charm
• SME limits from FNAL FOCUS 

Expt. [ J.M. Link et al., PLB 556 (2003) 7]:

- based on ≈2!104 right-sign D0 
and D!0 decays

• We hope for !103 increase in 
sample size

• But effects ∝ γ ≈ 2, 20 ! smaller than in FOCUS 
⇒ sensitivities likely comparable

(but we can do better now that mixing measured)
17
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are removed by imposing a hard Čerenkov cut on the
sum of the two separations ((W! ! WK)K + (WK !
W! )! > 8). K! pairs with highly asymmetrical mo-
menta are more likely to be background than signal.
A cut is made on the momentum asymmetry, PA =
|(PK ! P! )/(PK + P! )|, to reject these candidates.
The best background rejection is achieved by applying
the cut in the following way, P(D0) > !160+280PA,
where P(D0),PK and P! are the momenta of the D

and the daughter kaon and pion, respectively. To avoid
large acceptance corrections due to the presence of a
trigger counter downstream of the silicon detector, we
impose a fiducial cut on the location of the primary
vertex. Fig. 1 shows the invariant mass distribution
for D"-tagged, right-sign decays D0 # K!!+ and
$D0 # K+!!. A fit to the mass distribution is car-
ried out where a Gaussian function for the signal and
a second-order polynomial for the background is used.
The fit yields 17 227± 144 D0 and 18 463± 151 $D0

signal events.
The proper time decay distribution is distorted

by imposing a detachment cut between the primary
and secondary vertices. The reduced proper time,
defined as t % = (" ! N#")/($% c) where " is the
distance between the primary and secondary vertex,

Fig. 1. Invariant mass of (D0 # K!!+ (a); $D0 # K+!! (b)) for
data (points) fitted with a Gaussian signal and quadratic background
(solid line). The vertical dashed lines indicate the signal region, the
vertical dotted lines indicate the sideband region.

#" is the resolution on ", and N is the minimum
detachment cut applied, removes this distortion. We
chose N = 5 such that signal to background ratio
was maximal. A simulation study was done measuring
the differences in measured values of ACPT and &

using t % in place of t in Eq. (5) and Eq. (4). The
differences were found to be negligible compared to
other systematic uncertainties. We plot the difference
in right-sign events between $D0 and D0 in bins of
reduced proper time t %. The background subtracted
yields of right-sign D0 and $D0 were extracted by
properly weighting the signal region (!2#,+2# ),
the low mass sideband (!7#,!3# ) and high mass
sideband (+3#,+7# ), where # is the width of the
Gaussian. For each data point, these yields were used
in forming the ratio:

(5)ACPT(t
%) =

$Y (t %) ! Y (t %) f̄ (t %)
f (t %)

$Y (t %) + Y (t %) f̄ (t %)
f (t %)

,

where $Y (t %) and Y (t %) are the yields for $D0 and D0

and f̄ (t %), f (t %) are their respective correction func-
tions. The functions f̄ (t %) and f (t %) account for geo-
metrical acceptance, detector and reconstruction effi-
ciencies, and absorption of parent and daughter par-
ticles in the nuclear matter of the target. The correc-
tion functions are determined using a detailed Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation using PYTHIA [18]. The frag-
mentation is done using the Bowler modified Lund
string model. PYTHIA was tuned usingmany produc-
tion parameters to match various data production vari-
ables such as charm momentum and primary multi-
plicity. The shapes of the f (t %) and f̄ (t %) functions are
obtained by dividing the reconstructed MC t % distribu-
tion by a pure exponential with the MC generated life-
time. The ratio of the correction functions, shown in
Fig. 2(a), enters explicitly in Eq. (5) and its effects on
the asymmetry are less than 1.3% compared to when
no corrections are applied. The FOCUS data contains
more $D0 than D0 decays due to production asymme-
try [19]. The effect on the ACPT distribution is to add
a constant offset, which is accounted for in the fit.

3. Fitting for the asymmetry

The ACPT data in Fig. 2(b) are fit to a line using the
form of Eq. (4) plus a constant offset. The value of '

FOCUS Collaboration / Physics Letters B 556 (2003) 7–13 13

Table 1
Contributions to the systematic uncertainty

Contribution (Re !)y ! (Im !)x CX (GeV)

Absorption ±0.0017 ±0.0" 10!16
Split sample ±0.0000 ±1.3" 10!16
Fit variant ±0.0012 ±0.9" 10!16
Cut variant ±0.0036 ±1.0" 10!16

Total ±0.0041 ±1.9" 10!16

Table 2
Contributions to the systematic uncertainty

Contribution C0Z (GeV) CY (GeV)

Absorption ±0.3" 10!16 ±0.1" 10!16
Split sample ±0.0" 10!16 ±1.6" 10!16
Fit variant ±0.3" 10!16 ±0.5" 10!16
Cut variant ±1.5" 10!16 ±1.1" 10!16

Total ±1.6" 10!16 ±2.0" 10!16

level limit of!0.0068< (Re !)y ! (Im!)x < 0.0234.
As a specific example, assuming x = 0 or Im ! = 0
and y = 1%, one finds Re ! = 0.83 ± 0.65 ± 0.41
with a 95% confidence level limit of !0.68< Re ! <

2.34. Within the Standard Model Extension, we set
three independent first limits on the expressions in-
volving coefficients of Lorentz violation of (!2.8 <

N(x,y, ")(#a0 + 0.6#aZ) < 4.8) " 10!16 GeV,
(!7.0 < N(x,y, ")#aX < 3.8) " 10!16 GeV, and
(!7.0 < N(x,y, ")#aY < 3.8) " 10!16 GeV. As a
specific example, assuming x = 1%, y = 1% and
" = 15# one finds the 95% limits on the coefficients
of Lorentz violation of (!3.7 < #a0 + 0.6#aZ <

6.5)"10!13 GeV, (!9.4< #aX < 5.0)"10!13 GeV,
and (!9.3< #aY < 5.1)"10!13 GeV. The measured
values are consistent with no CPT or Lorentz invari-
ance violation.
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Table 1
Contributions to the systematic uncertainty

Contribution (Re !)y ! (Im !)x CX (GeV)

Absorption ±0.0017 ±0.0" 10!16
Split sample ±0.0000 ±1.3" 10!16
Fit variant ±0.0012 ±0.9" 10!16
Cut variant ±0.0036 ±1.0" 10!16

Total ±0.0041 ±1.9" 10!16
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level limit of!0.0068< (Re !)y ! (Im!)x < 0.0234.
As a specific example, assuming x = 0 or Im ! = 0
and y = 1%, one finds Re ! = 0.83 ± 0.65 ± 0.41
with a 95% confidence level limit of !0.68< Re ! <

2.34. Within the Standard Model Extension, we set
three independent first limits on the expressions in-
volving coefficients of Lorentz violation of (!2.8 <

N(x,y, ")(#a0 + 0.6#aZ) < 4.8) " 10!16 GeV,
(!7.0 < N(x,y, ")#aX < 3.8) " 10!16 GeV, and
(!7.0 < N(x,y, ")#aY < 3.8) " 10!16 GeV. As a
specific example, assuming x = 1%, y = 1% and
" = 15# one finds the 95% limits on the coefficients
of Lorentz violation of (!3.7 < #a0 + 0.6#aZ <

6.5)"10!13 GeV, (!9.4< #aX < 5.0)"10!13 GeV,
and (!9.3< #aY < 5.1)"10!13 GeV. The measured
values are consistent with no CPT or Lorentz invari-
ance violation.
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• Another possibility (E. Braaten): use the 
X(3872) as a pure source of correlated D*0D̅0 
events

- the p ̅p equivalent of the #(3770)!?

- assuming current Antiproton Accumulator 
parameters (∆p/p) & Braaten estimate, 
produce ~108 events/year

- comparable to BES-III statistics

- could gain factor ~5 via AA e– cooling?

• Proposed expt will establish feasibility & reach

Charm?
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CPT test using relativistic antihydrogen

• Antihydrogen is produced in the gas-jet target - exits the Accumulator in the 
ground state.

– 99 antihydrogen atoms were observed by E862 with 0 background.

• The atoms enter a 7kG magnet and a large fraction are excited to N=2 long-
lived Stark state by laser light.

• Atoms exit magnet & pass through a field-free region, then enter a second 
magnet with field 6-8 kG.  The mixture of N=2 Stark states in the second 
magnet depends on the time spent in the field-free region, the fine structure, 
and the Lamb shift.

• Distribution of field ionization in the second magnet reflects probability of 
being in each of the three N=2 Stark states.

• Monte Carlo !!>  an experiment in which 100 atoms exit the first magnet in 

N=2,L will yield a 1% measurement of the fine structure and a 5% 
measurement of the Lamb shift.  Assuming that only the 2S level is shifted 

by a CPT violating force, the 1" sensitivity is 50 parts per billion of the 2S 

binding energy.
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• Parasitic running appears feasible 

⇒ need not wait for end of Tevatron program

• High-Z foil installed, operable in Antiproton 
Accumulator beam halo

• Next need to install thin exit window 
(this shutdown)

• Could subsequently assemble spectroscopy 
apparatus (magnets, laser, detectors) and begin 
shakedown and operation

• Hope for few-per-109 precision with respect to 
2S binding energy
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Antimatter Gravity
• Experimentally, unknown whether antimatter falls up or 

down!

- in principle a simple interferometric measurement with 
slow H̅ beam [T. Phillips, Hyp. Int. 109 (1997) 357]:

Or whether g - g— = 0 or $.

• Not nutty!

→ g— = –g gives natural 
explanations for baryon 
asymmetry & dark energy

→ g— = g + $ natural in 
quantum gravity due to 
scalar & vector terms

→ tests for 
possible 
“5th forces”

21

• ~10–4 feasible with 
matter gratings

• ~10–9 with laser 
interferometer

Or (IPM) 0.5g? [AK&JT]
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• With end of Tevatron Collider in sight, many are 
viewing Antiproton Source as generic resource:

- 2 large-acceptance 8 GeV rings

‣ can they be reconfigured to enable µ2e, g – 2, etc.?

• This ignores large, unique value for p ̅ physics!

- with >1 G$ expenditure in progress on FAIR, can 
cannibalizing FNAL pbar source truly be sensible??

• Nevertheless, µ2e may eliminate FNAL pbar option 
starting around 2017

- leaves at least 4–5-year window of opportunity during 
which FNAL p ̅ capabilities are unique in the world

Antiproton Source Futures
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• Initial Letters of Intent prepared in ’08, revised ’09

• Physics Advisory C’tee & Director Oddone:

1. Interesting physics!

2. Antimatter Gravity:  need 10–9 matter demonstration 
before FNAL can provide support

‣ Techniques for 10–9 matter demonstration under 
development (M. Raizen et al., UT Austin)

3. Antiproton Annihilation:  can be considered further at 
this time only if cost to Lab is minimal

‣ Proposal in development – Lab funding not essential

23
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Summary

• Best experiment yet on hyperons, charm, and 
charmonia may soon be feasible at Fermilab

- including world’s most sensitive charm CPV study

• Unique tests of CPT symmetry & antimatter gravity 
may be starting up soon

• pbar Source offers simplest way for Fermilab to have 
broad program in post-Tevatron era

!  Please help spread the word!  (Want to join?)

(See http://capp.iit.edu/hep/pbar/)
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